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	Term - Priority: Long-term, high priority
	Enter Action Item description here: 7.1.3: Establish an Equality of Opportunity blueprint.
	Add partners here; bold lead actor: Lead: City of MilwaukeePartners:  Milwaukee County, Milwaukee Black Male Achievement Task Force,                     State of Wisconsin Depts. of Workforce Development and Children and FamiliesMilwaukee Public Schools, Milwaukee Succeeds, PAVE, Local Chambers of CommerceFaith community/Common Ground/MICAHFoundations, United Neighborhood Centers of MilwaukeeLocal universities. Local employers, Milwaukee Health Care PartnershipCreative Alliance/Greater Milwaukee CommitteeNewaukee/FUEL Milwaukee/Urban League Young Professionals/Asian-American Young Professionals/Hispanic Professionals of Greater Milwaukee
	Add resource needs here: - Financial resources to provide staff support, commission research, hold working sessions,    hire facilitators, write and publish reports- Commitment of all partners to engage in formulation of the blueprint- Platforms for community testimony and feedback
	Add implementation steps here: 1) Adopt resolution establishing an Equality of Opportunity task force.2) Mayor and Common Council President appoint task force members.3) Create a temporary City position or contract to provide full time support to the task force.4) From the many reports that have been published in recent years about this topic, gather into a single document the information that identifies gaps in employment, education, aspirations, income and opportunity in Milwaukee. This document will provide a baseline of information for all task force members.5) Identify all existing community efforts to pro9mote equality of opportunity.  This document will provide a baseline of information for task force members.5) Task force shall commission research regarding successful strategies that promote equality of opportunity.  6) Task force shall take testimony from a broad range of community stakeholders on issues that must be addressed to create equality of opportunity.7) Task force to develop recommendations and priority for implementation. The report of the task force shall include numeric goals for selected measures of equality.8) Release task force report.9) Form working committees with broad stakeholder representation to implement recommendations.  
	Describe reason(s) for action item here: Significant racial gaps in employment, education and aspirations, income and opportunity plague Milwaukee and inhibit the prospects of success for the entire community.  An Equality of Opportunity blueprint can identify and document these gaps, provide information about best practices that have been proven to narrow such gaps, and serve as a road map and shared commitment to reduce and, overtime, eradicate such gaps and promote full equality of opportunity for all Milwaukeeans.  
	Describe desired outcome(s) here: A wide range of community stakeholders will be involved in the creation of a plan to create greater equality of opportunity in Milwaukee, and will exhibit a shared commitment to implementing priority recommendations.  
	Enter Strategy title here: Enhance quality of life and opportunity
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